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LEVERAGE YOUR TEAM’S 
COLLECTIVE KNOWLEDGE 

FOR BETTER 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

Exceptional customer support is one of the best ways to differentiate your company. We will 
examine how leveraging the collective knowledge of your team can improve the customer 
experience and rise above the competition.

CREATE A TEAM APPROACH

Industry experts have aptly described this era as the age of the customer. Customers run the 
show today because in our lightning-fast, digitally connected world they have so many choices. 
If your support team doesn’t deliver a great customer experience, another supplier is just a few 
clicks away.

How does this affect the support desk function? Essentially, it requires agents to understand your 
customers’ various needs and provide the best level of personal support. However, there are 
times when the best solution can come from another member of your team.   

That’s why the most successful firms use communications and collaboration technology to 
create a team approach that leverages company resources and knowledge to the max. Instead 
of agents resolving tickets through tiered support, one-to-one communications, or a rash of 
desperate emails, collaborative support connects team members for faster and more effective 
issue resolution. A ticketing tool that supports team collaboration makes it easy to bring all 
stakeholders into the discussion to solve the customer’s problem. The result is better customer 
support.

“We strongly believe the best customer support experience is rooted in team collaboration,” 
says Robert Johnson, CEO of TeamSupport, a provider of collaborative support desk software. 
“Working together delivers quicker access to the expert, thus reducing the cost per incident and 
resolution times, and improving the customer experience.”
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Collaboration offers cumulative benefits by raising the collective knowledge of the support team, 
in contrast to tiered support that locks agents into their level and kicks complex issues upstairs. 
The collaborative model encourages agents to tap the best minds to resolve complex issues 
while educating themselves in the process. Collaboration can also engage sales, marketing, 
engineering, and executive management in the support process. Their input enhances support 
while new insights help them understand customers better.

PROVIDE AN EXCELLENT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

With collaboration closely tied to an excellent customer experience, progressive firms are 
embedding it in their support processes. The best approach is to deploy service-desk software 
that is hosted in the cloud and which features a rich toolset for social collaboration. Also essential 
is integration with CRM applications to link support with other business functions.

Software-as-a service (SaaS) connects far-flung support agents with the team whenever and 
wherever they are online. A side benefit is the pay-as-you-go subscription model. Not only is it 
cost effective and requires no dedicated infrastructure, but the service provider automatically 
delivers bug fixes, new features and upgrades. SaaS lets you focus on supporting customers 
without getting buried in on-premise IT.

The best help-desk software facilitates collaboration through social business tools such as 
profiles, tags, internal chat, wikis, groups, forums and Facebook-like internal communities. These 
capabilities help agents discover experts and expertise throughout the organization and can 
advance the team’s collective knowledge. Ideally, social network interactions will be stored and 
searchable. It’s truly powerful when agents who search to solve a problem find other tickets, 
knowledge base articles, and even entire conversations among people who had the same issue.

Besides helping agents, internal social networking can further collaboration among those outside 
the support team. “The ability to reach out to specific groups or the entire staff to ask a question 
about the product is a positive step for many companies,” Johnson says. “This has the potential to 
bring in the development and product management teams—and even senior management and 
other decision makers—so they are apprised of what’s happening in the trenches.” 

INTEGRATION + COLLABORATION = EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Integration between the help desk and CRM software such as Salesforce furthers broad 
collaboration. Support staff as well as salespeople, marketers, engineers, and senior executives 
gain a 360-degree view of customer interactions within their preferred user interface. Through 
a seamless information flow, sales and marketing staff can see customer cases from within the 
CRM application and enter their input, which the support team receives in its software. The same 
is true for inputs first made in the CRM software—agents gain an edge when account information 
created by the sales team automatically populates the help-desk software.
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To ensure productive help-desk-to-CRM integration, look for features such as out-of-the-
box integration, bidirectional information flow, support for rich media responses, and mapping 
to custom fields. A good place to explore integration is the AppExchange at appexchange.
salesforce.com.

ADDING COLLABORATION TO THE SERVICE DESK MAKES 
STRATEGIC SENSE AS YOU WORK TO IMPROVE THE 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE. 

Moving to a collaborative model where everyone has a hand in supporting customers brings 
the entire company together and makes them more aware of their most important assets, their 
customers.

Moving away from the traditional Tiered approach to customer support is clearly a good thing for 
most companies, and it’s why we are seeing an increasing number of businesses adopting this 
modern methodology for supporting their customers. Working together enables quicker access 
to the expert, thus reducing agent burnout, customer hold times, and ticket resolution times. 
A collaborative approach also reduces the cost per incident, especially in organizations with 
complex, multi-touch requests.



ABOUT TEAMSUPPORT

TeamSupport is a powerful yet easy-to-use, web-based enterprise software 
that helps businesses provide seamless, effective customer support by focusing 
on the customer and enhancing  internal collaboration. TeamSupport customer 
service software is designed for companies with external-facing customer 
support. 

CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR COLLABORATIVE CUSTOMER 
SUPPORT SOFTWARE

TRY IT FREE TODAY!


